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VFC News

News Around the Club
EDITOR'S NOTE
After a maternity break, I am happy to be back as
editor and publisher of The Patrician. I'd like to
thank Christie Hall for taking on the task while I
took time off. Little baby Hazel is doing well, and
we look forward to seeing you around at the club
and hearing your flying stories!

Also, I'd like to thank all the different people who
share their flying experiences and photos with us
on social media. Some favourites are on the next
page! If you would like an opportunity to have
your photo in The Patrician, include the hashtags
#victoriaflyingclub or #flyvfc in your posts!
VFC FAMILY NEWS
Former VFC Instructor Brett Stevens (now working
for Pacific Coastal Airlines) and his wife Ashley also
welcomed a new little one this year! Baby boy Evan
came into this world with punctualness on August
20th, weighing a healthy 7 lbs 0.5 oz. All in the
family are healthy and happy!

It is hard to believe that it is autumn already, but
we here at the club have not slowed down our
pace yet! September was packed with activity,
with a full Labour Day (so glad to see so many
taking advantage of the all day rental discount!), an
Open House, COPA For Kids, the Capital City Toy
Run, and plenty of gorgeous weather to see this
beautiful corner of the world! We look forward to
seeing you at the club and out in the air as the year
winds down. Our next aircraft rental discount day is
Thanksgiving, October 9th. Book early at the office
to make sure you have a plane!

DAKOTA CAFE
During October, the Dakota Cafe will have free
soup with your meal on Tuesdays and Thursdays!
Have news or a story to tell? Email us at
flyvfcmarketing@gmail.com for a chance to have your
news or story published in The Patrician.

Images: Left, Patrician editor Katy's new daughter, Hazel. Centre and right, Brett and Ashley's new little boy,
Evan.
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VFC News

NEWS AND EVENTS
OCT 3

COPA Flight 6 meeting and social

OCT 7

Nanaimo Flying Club Fly-In brunch

OCT 8

Delta Heritage Park Fly-In pancake
breakfast

OCT 9

Thanksgiving - VFC aircraft rental
discount day

OCT 20

Egress training day

Instagram: minsun9512, May 11, 2017. Flying
over Victoria.

Is your aviation-related event not listed?
Let us know at news@flyvfc.com.

AIRCRAFT RENTAL DISCOUNT
HOURS
We are pleased to offer rental discounts on holidays.
VFC does not offer flight training on statutory
holidays, so the aircraft are fully available for
recreational rentals. Book your plane early to avoid
disappointment!

Instagram: sam.ie7, June 21, 2017. Out on a
Discovery Flight with Instructor Imran. His first
flying experience in a small plane!

VFC also offers discounted rental rates during
evening and early morning hours, as well as on all
Saturdays and Sundays. As an added bonus, the early
morning and late evening hours are generally quieter
at our busy airport, the winds are often calmer, and
those sunrises and sunsets are unmatched. Don't
miss out!
Discount Details:
Monday to Friday, 1700–0930
$10/hr rental discount, or
0.2 simulator time credit per hour of flight
(approximate value $20)
Saturday and Sunday, 1700–0930
$15/hr rental discount, or
0.3 simulator time credit per hour of flight
(approximate value $30)
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Instagram: nolnefm (Matt Fenlon), September 10,
2017. FSTY on Quamichan Lake (Raven Field)
Airport.
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News
Women VFC
in Aviation

AVIATION EGRESS SYSTEMS
EGRESS TRAINING saves lives 30 to date
PILOT AND PASSENGER EGRESS TRAINING
one day in pool course for Fixed Wing and Helicopter
Emergency Egress Training offered at

FRIDAY OCTOBER 20, 2017
@ VICTORIA
Bryan Webster TC AWARD WINNING INSTRUCTOR
Training Cost $ 350.00 PLUS GST per student
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
250-704-6401
www.dunkyou.com / info@dunkyou.com

“Bry The Dunker Guy”
Check out our DRY Egress E-Learning www.egresstraining.ca
Aviation Excellence Since 1946
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Letters to the Editor

Letters to the Editor
yes you guessed it, CF-DQE. In August l received my licence
VRP 7929 and started flying from Cassidy (Nanaimo).

Editor's note: One of the best joys of being editor for The
Patrician is hearing the stories about how studying at the
Victoria Flying Club and flying in its aircraft changed the course
of their life. It is amazing to know that this little club in this
small corner of the world has had such a huge influence on
people's lives in all reaches of our planet (and beyond!).

However, this was just the beginning of what was to
become a very exciting career in aviation, which is
continuing to this day. At age 71 (15 September 2017) l
continue to fly, holding my Class 1 medical and ALTP, with
some 28,500 hours flown.

This experience comes from Caroline, a VFC alumna (1964) now
working in Romania. Her experience, starting right here at the
VFC, enabled her to launch a lifetime of awesome memories!

My career in aviation 'took off' at VFC with Mike Sealy
doing my flight test in that wonderful little aeroplane CFDQE. I'm currently working in Romania as a flight instructor
and senior flight examiner.

What is your awesome?
You can share your experiences and memories with the VFC
community in the Patrician by sending an email to me at
flyvfcmarketing@gmail.com.

Flying has always been in the family. Grandfather was in the
(WW1 and WW2) German navy and Luftwaffe, and father
(WW2) RAF, both as pilots. But I'm the last. That makes
over 100 years of flying in the family (1916 - Present).

From Caroline:

My flying over the years has been different. DC3s in Africa.
Float planes in Australia. B737s in different parts of the
world and various other types in between. I just can't stop.

Hi to all at VFC.
I couldn't believe it when l read the article regarding the
restoration of Fleet 80 Canuck CF-DQE. This aircraft has a
special place in my heart and memories. In fact the Canucks
always will be, as they were built in 1946......the year l was
born, but DQE is special.

I think it's in the genes!
Thank you VFC and thank you DQE.

In 1964, l was still at school, Nanaimo Senior High, and that
summer l decided l wanted to learn how to fly. So l attended
the Victoria Flying Club and set out to get my PPL. Training
completed, l took my flight test with MIKE SEALY in .........

Kindest regards
Caroline Wynton-Rhodes

Images: The January 2017 Patrician featured an article from Robert M. Stitt, aviation historian, about the history of VFC's Fleet 80
Canucks and the restoration of CF-DQE. Caroline shared pictures of her in her current role as flight instructor and flight examiner in
Romania.
October 2017
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Contributed Article

Report Your Whale, Dolphin, and
Porpoise Sightings to the BC Cetacean
Sightings Network
Contributed from the BC Cetacean Sightings Network
The BC Cetacean Sightings Network is asking for coastal
pilots to help gather valuable information about cetaceans
(whales, dolphins, and porpoises) and sea turtles along BC’s
coast.
The BC Cetacean Sightings Network was established in
1999 in partnership with the Coastal Ocean Research
Institute and Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Since its
inception, the network has collected over 104,000 reports
of cetaceans and sea turtles from over 6,000 coastal
residents. Sightings sent in by observers contribute to an
understanding of habitat use and provide information about
the distribution and abundance of these threatened and
endangered species. Sightings data are not only used within
their own organization, but are also shared with government
agencies, universities, and ENGOs for critical habitat
analysis, the establishment of marine protected areas, and
other conservation-based research. These data have been
used by researchers in a wide variety of applications. Most
recently, the BC Cetacean Sightings Network developed
The Mariner’s Guide to Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises of
Western Canada in partnership with the Port of Vancouver
and the Port of Prince Rupert. This guide, aimed towards the
marine transport industry, has used sightings data to create
maps that highlight areas where mariners are more likely to
encounter a cetacean, and therefore where greater vigilance
and reduced speed are required. This guide will reduce the
chance of vessel collisions with cetaceans and lessen the
impact of underwater noise.

webform at wildwhales.org, by phone at 1-866-I SAW-ONE,
or by email at sightings@ocean.org.
If you see a dead or distressed marine mammal, please call
the Marine Mammal Incident Reporting Hotline at 1-800465-4336.
WHAT TO REPORT
Full name, organization (if applicable), sighting platform,
email/phone number, sighting time and location, species,
behaviours of note, direction of travel, group size, and
sighting distance.

The BC Cetacean Sightings Network has created an aerial
ID guide for coastal pilots to help with cetacean and sea
turtle identification from air. If you would like to receive a
complementary ID guide, please email sightings@ocean.org.
To minimize disturbances, planes should remain at least 300
metres above cetaceans.
HOW TO REPORT
There are a number of ways you can report your sightings.
You can report via the WhaleReport app (available on the
iTunes app store or through Google Play), through the
Aviation Excellence Since 1946

A humpback whale’s large, distinctive pectoral fins and broad tail
flukes make it easy to identify from air. Photos taken by Vancouver
Aquarium/NOAA under permit (Marine Mammal License 18) and
flight authorization from Transport Canada (SFOC #10854645).
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An Olympic View
Contributed by Mathew Mosveen. Photos by Emily Johnston
My friends and I were looking for a magical flight
to go and see some snowy mountain peaks. I've
often flown to Mount Arrowsmith, but the late
June Arrowsmith snow pack was starting to thin
out. Perhaps even more importantly, I wanted to
try something different to switch things up.

It was my first time flying in US airspace, talking
to US controllers and whatnot, so I decided to call
up the club (I spoke to Graham) to ask a couple
questions about the national park laws and which
controllers I could expect to be passed between.
I prepped by purchasing a goofy looking chart, a
Seattle Sectional, and by doing a few calculations.
Mount Olympus is even closer than Mount
Arrowsmith, and its peak is about 2000 feet
higher, providing a much denser and fuller June
snow pack. In order to fly directly over the peak
and keep 2000 feet AGL (as the mountain is
situated in a National Park), I calculated that I'd
get to take the mighty Cessna into the oxygen-

I was driving down Dallas Road when it hit me like
an avalanche. I thought to myself: "Why, after four
years of being a VFC member, have I not flown
over to see THOSE mountains. Why have I never
flow across the small body of water separating
Vancouver Island and Washington State to check
out the Olympic Mountains?" And so the decision
was made.

October 2017
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Feature Article

timed altitude range. Furthermore, we needed
altitude to achieve glide distance during the
crossing of the Juan de Fuca Strait. I selected
10,500 as our altitude to stay high enough to
peak the mountain, get a view, and keep our
gliding options open (though we crossed the
water slightly lower than 10,500 in order to
ensure we did not exceed the 30 minute 'sans
supplemental oxygen' requirement).
It ended up being a super easy flight with
incredibly high reward. Terminal airspace was very
kind, and transitioned us smoothly to Whidbey
Approach and Seattle Center for flight following.
Some of the most spectacular views I've ever
witnessed from the Cessna 172, were during this
flight. We could see snowy mountains for miles.
We could see the west and north coastlines of
Washington outline the shape of the entire state

Aviation Excellence Since 1946

around us as we danced among the sun and snow
two miles above sea level.
As you can see, thanks to Emily, we got some
amazing photos. I'd also like to do a quick shout
out to Colin, who trusted his first ever flight in an
airplane of any sorts, to me. And let's not forget to
thank our friend Miesha for agreeing to come on
the flight with no real certainty that she wouldn't
see Colin freak out and phone his mother for pretakeoff support.
Truly we all had an amazing time, and we really
enjoyed coming back across the water and seeing
the whole southern island glisten in the early
evening sunshine as we began our descent into
Victoria.
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Capital City
Toy Run 2017
Once again, VFC was delighted to participate in
the Capital City Toy Run to support CFAX Santa's
Anonymous and youth throughout BC. Many
thanks to Island BMW, Bill Wellbourn, and Marcel
Poland for arranging the details of this fun event!
Around 300 motorcyclists drove on to our ramp,
taking around 10 minutes, bringing many gifts to
fill the back of a pickup truck full of gifts for kids.
We love to support our community, and we look
forward to hosting this great group of people again
next year!

Nigel Hawkins' motorcycle for sale
250 588 1257

October 2017
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COPA Quadrant

FLY-OUT BUG
COPA Flight 6

The COPA Flight 6 Board consists of:

COPA Flight 6 held its COPA For Kids event on
Saturday, September 9th. With Victoria having
just gone through 90 plus days of drought-like
conditions, the event was unexpectedly held
under less than ideal flight conditions. Yet, the
event was a great success!

Flight Captain (President): Rob Shemilt
Co-Captain (Vice President): Allan Rempel
Navigator (Treasurer): Art Reitsma

October 2017
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COPA Quadrant
Fifty kids from ages 6-17 signed up for a brief
ground school presentation and a short 20 minute
flight. Our first flight was scheduled to leave at
approximately 10:00 AM, but after waiting for the
weather conditions to improve, it was determined
we could only get the kids up for a circuit around
the field. Three C-172s and a two-place Steen
Skybolt made 22 trips, flying 49 kids. At times,
marginal VFR conditions prevailed, but safety was
paramount in loading each child and ensuring
their safe return to waiting parents.
Thanks go out to all COPA Flight 6 members who
volunteered for the day from initially greeting
everyone to VFC, signing them in, running
through the ground school and out to the planes
for the flight. Approximately 20 volunteers made

Aviation Excellence Since 1946

it all come together. A special thanks to the
Cadets who participated and family members
of COPA Flight members who pitched in. Also,
thanks to our three photographers who captured
the smiles when the kids de-planed and Shannon
Lee Rae from SLR Imaging for arranging the
beverages and snacks for all.
The previous COPA For Kids event was last held
four years ago and now that we have successfully
held the event again, it is hoped we can stage the
event on a more regular basis and introduce more
youth to the world of aviation.
Email: copaflight6@gmail.com
Blog: copaflight6.blogspot.ca
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COPA Quadrant
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COPA Quadrant
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Member Achievements

First Solos and
Member
Achievements

Photo contribution from Dane
Campbell, Instagram

Henry Saldyqa
Instructor: Andrew Kott

Ernie Urdal
Instructor: Stephen Heinemann

“Without disruption of air traffic, these fearless, forthright, indomitable and courageous
individuals did venture into the wild blue yonder in flying machines. Furthermore, these
skillful individuals did safely land said flying machines at Victoria International Airport,
incurring no significant damage to self or machine, thus completing first solo flights.”

New Members
Antoine Ayotte-Toupin
Charles Ayers
Daniel Ogilvie
David Stoch
Denys Jubinville
Dylan Macdonald
James Pickford
Garnett Roberts
Garnett Shamess
Gary Vander Hoeven
Kai Ennis
Lindsey Romkes
Navjoet Mehta
Nicklaus Ang
Stephen Grundmanis
October 2017

Paul Cavin
Peter Bachinsky
First Solo
Ernie Urdal
Henry Saldyqa
PPL Licence
Austin Hinde
Ben Holden
Bill Levine
Bill McMillan
Edward Peach
Joel Reimer
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Seaplane Rating
Edward Neimeyer
Jonathan Bloomquist
RPP Flight Test
Lee Denny
CPL Flight Test
Brenda McPhail
CPL Licence
Emmanuel Odonkor

www.flyvfc.com

Member Achievements

courtesy of

YOUR FREE 1-YEAR MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:
12 ISSUES OF COPA FLIGHT: THE LATEST NEWS IN AVIATION WITHIN YOUR
COMMUNITY AND ACROSS CANADA
ACCESS TO COPA’S MEMBERS ONLY SECTION WITH TOOLS, CLASSIFIED ADS, JOB
POSTINGS, HOW-TO-GUIDES, AND MUCH MORE!
LEARN ABOUT GENERAL AVIATION ACROSS CANADA INCLUDING: UPCOMING
EVENTS, PLACES TO FLY, AND CONNECT WITH FELLOW AVIATORS
To take advantage of this offer you must:
Provide proof of enrollment from a Canadian Flight Training Unit or
Provide an instructor’s endorsement stating current training being undertaken and
Have not previously held a COPA membership

Unlock the benefits of your membership:
SIGN UP TODAY!
visit our website HTTPS://WWW.COPANATIONAL.ORG

@COPAnational
TO ADVANCE, PROMOTE, AND PRESERVE THE CANADIAN FREEDOM TO FLY
Canadian Owners and Pilots Association
75 Albert St. Suite 903 Ottawa, ON K1P 5E7
613-236-4901 | copa@copanational.org | www.copanational.org
Aviation Excellence Since 1946
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FleetCaptain

FleetCaptain Corner
FleetCaptain

One for the books
VFC’s Maintenance staff are true professionals
performing a vital role to keep us safely ßying.
Our aircraft are subject to regular inspections
every 50 hours, while various components need
attention at a deÞned number of hours, or on a
particular calendar date.

them in the logbooks takes well over an hour
per inspection. Our Cessna aircraft have 5
logbooks while the Seminole has 7. Each
logbook requires different entries. That’s a lot of
items to sort through and record every time work
is done.

Defects arise and are rectiÞed whenever they
happen. In the summer, the shop does one
major inspection and handles a number of
defects every day. That’s a lot of hard work that
demands skill, experience and patience.

So FleetCaptain was called upon to automate
the sticker generation process. We now avoid
the tedious cut-and-paste exercise in favour of a
“one button” approach. Once the maintenance
items are selected using a series of
checkboxes, the stickers are generated for all
the logbooks at once. The result is a clean,
consistent set of logs and a savings of over 300
hours per year in the shop.

Maintenance work generates a lot of paperwork
too. Carefully describing each maintenance
item, assembling the items and recording

Steve Demy

ATPL, ATP (multi), B. Eng. (Electrical)
Victoria Flying Club - Director
Columbia 300 owner
FleetCaptain - Founder
sndaviation.com
October 2017
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Ground School Schedule
Fall 2017
Private Pilot
Classes run Mon. and Wed. from 19:00 to 22:00.
DATE

TOPIC

INSTRUCTOR

Oct 2

Meteorology V

Sean

Oct 4

Meteorology VI

Sean

Oct 9

NO CLASS - Thanksgiving

N/A

Oct 11

Flight Operations I

Eugene

Oct 16

Flight Operations II

Eugene

Oct 18

Radio & Electronic Theory

Silvia

Oct 23

Navigation I

Brady

Oct 25

Navigation II

Brady

Oct 30

Navigation III

Brady

Nov 1

ATC

Andrew

Nov 6

Review

Andrew

Ground School Course: $350
Ground School Kit: $275
Learn to Fly package: $675
VFC CHARTER SERVICE - BE THERE IN MINUTES!
The Victoria Flying Club operates a charter service to a variety of
destinations the lower BC area. VFC Charter offers inexpensive,
timely, and direct transportation to places not serviced by other
commercial carriers.

print & imaging

The charter service is an on-demand operation (no set schedules)
and is operational in day VFR conditions. Please contact us for
more information on destinations and costs.

art & framing
book printing
Victoria: 905 Fort St., Victoria BC V8V 3K3 Tel: 250-385-9786
Sidney: 2411 Beacon Ave., Sidney BC V8L 2X2 Tel: 250-656-1233

For more information or to book a flight
Email: tedk@flyvfc.com
Call: 1-778-350-3213

Aviation Excellence Since 1946

www.islandblue.com
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